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FOR YOUR 63rd REGIONAL SH’LICHA

MY LIST:

Recruited 15+ members since 17
Leadership chair 19
Steered overnight 18
Assisted in planning many meetings 18

AIT/MIT 17, 19*
Winter Convention 17,18,19
Spring Convention 19, 20
Fall Kickoff 17,18,19
Winter Kickoff 18, 19, 20
Project Hope 18
Sisterhood Overnight 18, 19
Jserve 18, 19, 
Kickoff Shabbat 18, 19
Global Shabbat 19
Stand Up Committee 20

International Convention 18, 
19, 20
CLTC 8 18
IC Movement Growth Summit 
18
ILTC 19
Kallah 19
IC Stand Up Summit 20
Explore Israel committee 20
Israel Connection committee 

Dear BBGs of NSR,
When you binge watch a 
show like many of us do 
you put a lot of time, 
focus and dedication into 
watching it. If elected as 
your 63rd Sh’licha I 
promise to put as much 
effort as I do into 
watching Grey’s 
Anatomy as I do into 
Shabbats and Judaic 
programming. Just like 
theres a show for 
everyone on Netflix I 
believe that there is 
something for everyone 
in Judaism. 

Submitted with undying love 
and devotion I forever remain

One damn proud candidate for the  
high and honorable position of 
NSR’s 63rd Regional Sh’licha

Show Description:

Zoe Paige Sherman✩



Host a Regional Kallah 
Convention to open up 
new jewish experiences 
and make a meaningful 
impact.

Create a steering 
committee for kickoff 
and global shabbat for 
teens who are interested 
in learning more about 
planning a shabbat.

Sh’lichot Shabbat dinner 
and service where i will 
educate my 
counterparts on prayers 
and how to prepare a 
shabbat dinner.

Enforce chapter level 
Israel advocacy 
programming to 
educate members on 
the importance of our 
homeland.

Represent NSR and BBYO 
at social action and 
community service 
events and provide 
opportunities for 
members interested.

Create a list of 50 
reputable charities for 
chapter StandUp causes 
and help chapters pick a 
cause they feel 
passionate about.

Host a Mother-Daughter 
Challah baking class to 
teach traditions and 
how to bake a Challah 
for Shabbat dinners.

Create Attendance for 
Change where 
members will pay $1 
extra for regional events. 
This money will go to 
NSRs StandUp cause.

Elevate J-Serve by 
hosting a Philanthropy 
event to bring in as 
much money as 
possible.

Work closely with each 
of my counterparts to 
ensure Shabbat is not a 
forgotten aspect of 
programming.

Write letters to IDF 
soldiers to educate and 
connect with the 
importance of the 
defense line in israel.

Have a Sh’lichot toolbox 
with all prayers and a 
Shabbat planning form 
to help chapter Sh’lichot 
create a fun and 
exciting shabbat!


